Portable with a Monster Sound

From the moment you first touch the keys, you'll find yourself doubting your ears. The CT-X packs sensational authenticity, high-quality sound into a portable instrument. Even keyboardists who have felt satisfied with earlier all-in-one models will be shocked out of complacency by its powerful performance.
Exceptional Sound

Casio leverages some of its most advanced technologies in the CT-X series, creating an unprecedented playing experience for any keyboardist. Never before has a portable keyboard sounded so good.

A coustic

High tone quality capable of reproducing subtle nuances of acoustic instruments

I ntelligent

High-performance DSP effects and EQ driven by a powerful new processor

X pression

Wide range of built-in tones with unique and powerful expression capabilities

The new AiX Sound Source for Casio keyboards has been completely redesigned from the ground up. It combines a cutting-edge processor’s high-performance DSP effects and EQ with meticulously-sculpted instrument sounds, such as acoustic and electric pianos, guitars, drums, and more. These sounds come to life with clarity and expression that is unparalleled in portable keyboards.

Enhanced amplifier and speakers highlight the AiX Sound Source’s exceptional fidelity

A 15W+15W amplifier puts out the most power in its class. High-performance speakers provide clear, powerful sound. A newly-designed bass reflex enclosure delivers deep, rich bass (CT-X5000).

High-precision acoustic correction ensures clear, tight, authentic sound while suppressing excess resonance and maintaining full bass response.

*The mesh speaker grill is permanently affixed, and is shown removed here for illustrative purposes only. Please do not attempt to remove it.
Aggressive Styling and Intuitive Operation

The CT-X’s distinctive styling puts a bold face on its incredible sound, and delivers an intuitive-yet-sophisticated playing experience through its easy controls.

Cockpit design
Reminiscent of an airplane’s cockpit, the controls are grouped in tiled sections. Each control’s location feels natural, so you can focus on your playing.

Futuristic design
Overlapping crimson rings surround the speakers and ports. These striking, forward-thinking accents add a powerful visual element to match the powerful sound.

Rugged design
The aggressive body styling comprises a bold, angular shape with multi-textured surfaces. This lends an impression of clarity and power, while ensuring that the CT-X can withstand rigorous play.

*The mesh speaker grill is permanently affixed, and is shown removed here for illustrative purposes only. Please do not attempt to remove it.
Top Ten Features of the Flagship CT-X5000

**Sound**

1. Superior sound
   - New AiX Sound Source development
   - Casio’s commitment to authentic sound results in stunning pianos, vibrant strings, expressive drums, and so much more. It is the best-sounding instrument in its class, by far.

2. Enhanced sound impact
   - High-volume amplifier + high-performance bass reflex speakers
   - The 15W+15W high-output amplifier and newly-designed bass reflex speakers deliver monstrous power, indoors or out.

3. Wide-ranging acoustic effects
   - High-performance DSP & system effects
   - In addition to the highly polished instrument Tones, 100 DSP effects and algorithms are available. The huge variety includes amplifier models, reverbs, delays, choruses, vintage pedal effects, and much more.

**Compose & Arrange**

7. Original song recording
   - 17-track MIDI recorder
   - Record up to 10 original songs, with step recording and editing functions.

8. Multi-channel mixer
   - Mixer control of 42 parts
   - The multi-channel mixer with optimal mix-down capabilities lets you fine-tune your compositions and performances.

**Performance**

4. Great-sounding Rhythms
   - Accompaniment for the modern age
   - The updated built-in Rhythms let you perform in a huge variety of musical genres, from old favorites to contemporary electronic music.

5. Phrase recording and playback
   - Always useful, always ready
   - Record musical phrases, drum patterns, sound effects, or other patterns that you can recall instantly while playing.

6. Favorite setting registration
   - Your signature sounds and settings at your fingertips
   - These buttons let you store up to 128 registrations, which let you instantly recall Tones, Rhythms, Delay, Chorus, EQ, and much more.

**Expandability**

9. Flexible Tone and Rhythm editing
   - Dedicated user area for storing your creations
   - After customizing your CT-X, use the free data management software from Casio to exchange data between CT-X and a computer.

10. Connectivity for performing, composing & arranging
    - Perfect at home, on stage, or in the studio
    - Audio In/Out, sustain & assignable pedal jacks, and USB device port and USB host port are included.
High-Grade Keyboards

CT-X5000
Features a 15W+15W high-output amp and bass reflex speakers, demonstrating the full potential of the AiX Sound Source
- 800 tones
- 235 rhythms
- 64 poly
- 20 reverb
- 10 chorus
- 10 EQ
- 128 registration
- Freeze
- Alternative new chord fingering method selectable
- Phrase recorder
- 50 user rhythm
- 4 layer sound
- 24 reverb
- 12 chorus
- 15 delay
- 800 tones
- 235 rhythms
- 64 poly
- Tone edit
- 100 user tone
- Rhythm edit
- 128 registration
- Freeze
- Alternative new chord fingering method selectable
- Phrase recorder
- Pitch bend wheel + modulation button + 1 assignable pedal + Direct select button
- 106 x 106 x 307 mm
- 14.4 kg
- 20W x 20W
- 4971850314875
- 4971850314851
- 4971850314837
- 4971850314790

CT-X3000
A high-grade model capable of anything from creating advanced musical works to street performances
- 150 types
- 150 types
- 100 types
- 100 types
- 32 reverb
- 16 chorus
- 20 delay
- 100 DSP
- 800 tones
- 235 rhythms
- 64 poly
- Tone edit
- 100 user tone
- Rhythm edit
- 128 registration
- Freeze
- Alternative new chord fingering method selectable
- Phrase recorder
- Pitch bend wheel + 1 assignable pedal + 17 track MIDI recorder
- 128 registration
- Freeze
- Alternative new chord fingering method selectable
- Phrase recorder
- 150 types
- 150 types
- 100 types
- 100 types
- 32 reverb
- 16 chorus
- 20 delay
- 100 DSP
- 800 tones
- 235 rhythms
- 64 poly
- Tone edit
- 100 user tone
- Rhythm edit
- 128 registration
- Freeze
- Alternative new chord fingering method selectable
- Phrase recorder
- Pitch bend wheel + 1 assignable pedal + 17 track MIDI recorder
- 128 registration
- Freeze
- Alternative new chord fingering method selectable
- Phrase recorder
- 150 types
- 150 types
- 100 types
- 100 types
- 32 reverb
- 16 chorus
- 20 delay
- 100 DSP
- 800 tones
- 235 rhythms
- 64 poly
- Tone edit
- 100 user tone
- Rhythm edit
- 128 registration
- Freeze
- Alternative new chord fingering method selectable
- Phrase recorder
- Pitch bend wheel + 1 assignable pedal + 17 track MIDI recorder
- 128 registration
- Freeze

Standard Keyboards

CT-X800
Gives a new appeal to keyboard playing with a blend of high-quality sounds and a strong performance presence
- 400 tones
- 118 rhythms
- 48 poly + 32 reverb
- 16 chorus
- 10 EQ
- 530 music preset + 32 registration + Freeze
- 6 track MIDI recorder + Pitch bend wheel + USB to HOST + USB to Device
- 15W + 15W significant wattage
- 15W + 15W high-output amp
- Bass reflex speakers

CT-X700
Anyone can freely enjoy performing through the rich expressiveness of the AiX Sound Source
- 256 tones
- 115 rhythms
- 48 poly + 32 reverb
- 16 chorus
- 10 EQ
- 250 music preset + 32 registration + Freeze
- 4 track MIDI recorder + USB to HOST

Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>CT-X5000</th>
<th>CT-X3000</th>
<th>CT-X800</th>
<th>CT-X700</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USB Flash Memory Data</td>
<td>(mid)</td>
<td>CASIO format data (cl2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>